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Drawing on an analysis of the Walloon dairy sector, this paper aims at bringing novel
insights on the coexistence issue in agrifood transition studies. Whereas most studies
explore the coexistence of farm models, our study focuses on value chains, in particular
on cooperatives. In the Walloon Region, new dairy cooperatives emerged, as substitute
or as complement to the incumbent vertically integrated dairy cooperatives. This paper
focuses on the coexistence of dairy cooperative models as enabler of transition toward
product diversification. Dairy cooperatives are hybrid actors: economic agents on the
market on the one hand, structure of collective agency on the other hand. Williamson’s
framework of New Institutional Economics acknowledges that the allocation of resources
by cooperatives depends on governance processes and on the wider institutional
context in which the cooperatives evolve. Within the broader frame of the Multi-
Level Perspective, this approach allows to consider the socio-technical coherence in
which the cooperatives evolve, the effects of this coherence on their pathways of
development, and the complementarity of the cooperative models. This qualitative
analysis builds on semi-directed interviews with actors of the Walloon dairy sector.
The results outline distinctions between the new cooperative models and mainstream
dairy cooperatives in market approach, definition of milk quality, distribution of added
value, governance, and interactions with partners. Both models evolve within a distinct
socio-technical coherence, holding, in the case of the mainstream dairy cooperatives,
lock-ins to diversification related to the relationship with the farmer-members and the
milk they produce in the industrial vertically integrated model. The new cooperative
models circumvent these lock-ins through de-integration and externalization of initiatives,
remuneration, and risk. They allow specific groups of actors—still related or unrelated to
the mainstream dairy cooperative—to explore new market pathways in accordance with
their potential, and to mutually agree on criteria qualifying milk. This research draws the
picture of a possible reconfiguration of the dairy landscape toward a more diversified
ecosystem of actors and invites to consider structures of governance in collective
action as a cornerstone issue, because of their significant role in terms of enablement,
coexistence, and complementarity throughout the transition process.
Keywords: dairy cooperatives, coexistence, value chains, lock-ins, pathways of diversification, structures of
collective agency
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INTRODUCTION
A majority of European dairy cooperatives are vertically
integrated (Demirbas et al., 2004). Many of these vertically
integrated dairy cooperatives increased their investment and
export capacity over the last 20 years through upscaling and
the constitution of multinational dairy groups (Chaddad and
Cook, 2004; Filippi et al., 2008; Mauget, 2008; Juliá-Igual
et al., 2012). In this configuration, initial cooperative goals of
social utility (Marcis et al., 2019; Ajates, 2020) may lose their
significance at the local or national level in favor of larger-
scale efficiency and profitability logics (Koulytchizky andMauget,
2003). In the Walloon Region, new dairy cooperatives recently
emerged and developed as substitute or as complement to the
incumbent vertically integrated dairy cooperatives. Building on
the presence of distinct cooperative models, this paper focuses
on the issue of their coexistence. Through analyzing which
possible reconfiguration of the dairy landscape their coexistence
entails, this paper aims at stressing the importance of governance
structures as enabler of transition pathways.
Coexistence is an increasingly investigated issue within
transition studies on food production. However, most studies
restrain their approach to analyzing how different agricultural
models relate, with an emphasis on farms rather than on other
value chains’ actors (Cayre et al., 2018; Plumecocq et al., 2018;
Polge et al., 2018; Saux-Nogues, 2018; Elzen and Bos, 2019;
Dumont et al., 2020). The objective of studies on coexistence is
to understand how dynamic and progressive interactions may
define pathways of transition, as opposed to radical ruptures
(Touzard and Fournier, 2014; Saux-Nogues, 2018). In that line of
study, approaches emerging from Transition Management and
Sustainable Niche Management (Ingram et al., 2015; Elzen and
Bos, 2019) and recent studies on Agricultural Innovation Systems
(Pigford et al., 2018; Turner et al., 2020) focus, for example,
on interaction dynamics between agents. Their objective is to
understand how agricultural innovations anchor themselves in
the incumbent agricultural regime. This focus on interactions
between agents necessarily implies an attention to the micro
level of the enacted trajectories, at a scale that differs from the
Multi-Level Perspective’s global approach on transitions (Geels,
2020).
Agency, or the capacity to (inter)act, is multidimensional and
can be approached through various theoretical lenses (Geels,
2020). Many authors, within and beyond agricultural studies,
hence mobilized the Multi-level Perspective in combination
with a series of theoretical approaches: discourse analysis
(Rauschmayer et al., 2015; Upham et al., 2015; Rosenbloom
et al., 2016; Buschmann and Oels, 2019); social practice theory
(Hargreaves et al., 2013b); network studies (Grin et al., 2011;
Elzen et al., 2012b; Diaz et al., 2013; Darrot et al., 2015;
Ingram et al., 2015; Bui et al., 2016); institutional approaches
(Fuenfschilling and Truffer, 2014; Smink et al., 2015; Geels et al.,
2016); convention economics (Dumont et al., 2020); strategic
management (Elzen et al., 2012a; Marsden, 2013; Berggren et al.,
2015).
The combination of the Multi-Level Perspective with other
theoretical frames has been theoretically discussed (Hargreaves
et al., 2013b; Fuenfschilling and Truffer, 2014; Pesch, 2015;
Rauschmayer et al., 2015; Geels, 2020) as a way to consider
how interacting agents coevolve with shifting meanings and
institutions in transition pathways. These combinations allow
to refine the comprehension of the lock-ins hindering agency
in a stabilized regime, and interactions between agents toward
patterns of coexistence (Plumecocq et al., 2018; Buschmann
and Oels, 2019; Malone and Gomez, 2019). Although some
authors state that the Multi-Level Perspective alone falls short
of conceptual tools to approach the interactions between
agents as drivers of change (McMeekin and Southerton, 2012;
Whitmarsh, 2012; Diaz et al., 2013; Hargreaves et al., 2013a;
Hassink et al., 2013; Pesch, 2015; de Haan and Rotmans,
2018). Geels (2020) stresses how the underlying theories of
the Multi-Level Perspective, namely, the Social Construction of
Technology, evolutionary economics, and the Neoinstitutional
Theory, encompass a focus on agency. These three theoretical
fields are able to cover interactions between agents and
coevolving institutions (the formal and informal structures and
rules framing the actors’ behaviors and actions) within a material
context, and hence ground a unique multidimensional model
of agency.
This conceptual complexity in portraying interactions
between agents in a broader context may explain why there are
but a few studies which have explored the issue of coexistence
beyond farm level to focus on the level of value chains,
and particularly the relations between firms (Markard et al.,
2012; Magrini and Duru, 2015). At that level of analysis,
coexistence results from a complex evolution drawing on
multiple interactions between actors from the incumbent regime
and from alternative regimes, and an ensuing coevolution of the
institutional landscape (Magrini and Duru, 2015).
Bearing these considerations in mind, the recent evolutions
of the Walloon dairy cooperatives constitutes a relevant object
of analysis for bringing insights with respect to the institutional
dimension of the coexistence issues at the level of the value chain.
It can indeed show how a combination of different cooperative
structures may support a transition process (i.e., toward the
diversification of dairy productions in this case).
The Walloon Region is the Southern part of Belgium and
spans over about 17,000 square kilometers. The territories of
dairy production (about 1/3 of the territory) are mainly situated
in the South-West and East of the Region. Pastures represent
from 70 to 95% of the agricultural land in these territories
(Fourrages Mieux ASBL, 2016; SPW Agriculture, Ressources
Naturelles et Environnement, 2020). The 2,937 dairy farmers
of the region produce a total amount of 1,280 million milk
liters (Celagri, 2019; Collège des Producteurs, 2020). Five dairy
cooperatives are historical players of milk collection in the
region, of which four went through processes of consolidation
(defined, drawing on Shields, 2010), as the shift to fewer and
larger firms) (De Herde, 2020). They followed thereby a trend
of structural adaptations to face the globalization of markets and
the increasing concentration of the distribution sector (Filippi
et al., 2008; Juliá-Igual et al., 2012). The historical cooperatives
collect up to 97% of the milk produced (DGARNE, 2007; Petel
et al., 2019). These historical dairy cooperatives process the milk
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collected in milk powder (41%), butter (27%), cream (19%), and
UHT consumption milk (12%) (based on Maquet, 2012 and
the conversion equivalents of Meyer and Duteurtre, 1998). Ten
percent of the milk collected by the historical dairy cooperatives
is sold to milk processors, of which 4% is processed in cheese.
In the two last decennias, the Walloon dairy landscape saw
the emergence of three new cooperative models. These new
cooperative models aimed at ensuring the farm a higher revenue
through diversification toward high added value productions
on the national market. We understand diversification here as
the term is usually understood in agri-food studies, which is
the extension of the range of commodities produced (Stefan
and Imre, 2018; Heck et al., 2020), in particular by evolving
toward more highly valued products (FAO, 2004; Memedovic
and Shepherd, 2009). In contrast with other initiatives aimed at
exploring short value chains for local milk processing initiatives,
these three new cooperative models specifically target the same
distribution channels as the historical dairy cooperatives. They
thus offer a potential for diversification at another scale than
the localized short-value chain initiatives. In addition, these new
cooperative models do not necessarily act as substitutions but
also as complement to the incumbent cooperatives. The presence
of the new cooperative models in the Walloon Region thus
raises questions related to their role in the future trajectories
of the dairy sector, and in particular, in terms of coexistence
of different cooperative models and processing pathways. Of
particular relevance for the Walloon Region is the possible
diversification of productions away from consumptionmilk, milk
powder, and butter and toward a larger variety of dairy products.
The region indeed holds a diversity of dairy farm models, from
intensive maize and grass silage-based production to extensive
pasture-basedmodels (Lebacq, 2015; Petel et al., 2019; Riera et al.,
2020). A variety of milk processing models based on different
justification systems may act upon and further support this
diversity of farm models (Touzard and Fournier, 2014; Perrot
et al., 2017; Reviron and Python, 2018; De Herde et al., 2019).
In the recent literature on transitions in the dairy sector,
attention has been devoted to the role of dairy cooperatives, and
more broadly of dairy industries, in transition processes. The
authors focused on their interactions with other stakeholders
and the institutional changes needed to address issues of
the environmental impact of farming systems (Farstad et al.,
2020; Runhaar et al., 2020; Turner et al., 2020; Vermunt
et al., 2020). The authors also approached how medium-sized
dairy cooperatives may support a regional farming model
through specialization in added value productions (Heidkamp
and Morrissey, 2018). A lot of research articles focus on the
evaluation of the sustainability of cooperative models, including
on social aspects (Venn et al., 2006; Ortmann and King,
2007; Forney and Häberli, 2017; Bijman and Wijers, 2019;
Marcis et al., 2019). Bijman and Wijers (2019) address the
question of the inclusiveness of agricultural cooperatives toward
smallholder farmers. Forney and Häberli (2017) analyze the
enactment of cooperative values of democracy, solidarity, and
autonomy, in the context of the above-described cooperative
model shifts. Forney and Häberli (2017) partially hint at the
possible coexistence of various cooperative models by stressing
that interdependency between different cooperative models
may be successfully grounded in balanced economic relations
and a shared enactment of cooperative values. However, we
only found one example (Alavoine-Mornas and Madelrieux,
2015) considering the coexistence of cooperatives of different
nature as a pathway toward an increased sustainability of
the agro-food landscape. The authors describe a mutually
beneficial agreement of milk collection and allocation between
a consolidated dairy cooperative oriented toward international
markets and a cooperative of local scale, ensuring the survival
of local transformers and of the extensive pasture-based farm
models on which they rely.
This research aims at contributing to the study of coexistence
at the level of the value chains. By comparing the socio-technical
coherence of the cooperative models present in the Walloon
Region, the goal is to analyze how the internal coherence of
distinct but complementary forms of cooperative models may
shape the transition pathways toward a more diversified set of
dairy productions.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Our concern, regarding the contribution of cooperative
models to transition pathways, is grounded in a systemic
consideration of the sustainability of the agri-food sector.
This systemic approach interrogates systems’ functions as
emerging from a complex network of mutual influences
(Thompson, 2007), considers the contribution of all actors
of the agri-food sector to future configurations of the agri-
food systems, beyond innovative niches (Gaitán-Cremaschi
et al., 2019), and focuses on the proactive construction of
the future that the agri-food system may entail (Thompson,
2007; Bawden, 2012; Soosay and Hyland, 2015). Multi-tier
approaches of value chains, in particular, like one analyzing
the coexistence of different cooperative models in a given
landscape, offer the added value of considering interconnected
relationships and what these interconnections shape as
development perspectives, including in terms of sustainability
(Soosay and Hyland, 2015).
Dairy cooperatives are an element of the value chain. Drawing
on Trienekens (2011), a value chain can be defined as the
organization of the relationship between the farmer and other
stakeholders leading to the creation and marketing of food
products and the redistribution of the added value generated
through this process. Much focus is set on the approach of
value chains under the Global Value Chain approach, i.e., by
considering value chain activities as an inter-organizational
network built around a product, gathering consumers, firms, and
a state (or a public authority) within the global economy (Gereffi
et al., 2005; Bencharif and Rastoin, 2007; van Bers et al., 2019).
Within that encompassing framework, it is possible to zoom on
specific aspects characterizing this inter-organizational network:
the mechanisms of coordination on product specifications and
quality, the governance of interactions (the rules and enactment
of decision and coordination processes on resource allocation),
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and the network features and issues linked to interdependencies
between actors of the value chain (Trienekens, 2011).
Whereas governance is an issue that is increasingly considered
at the level of the global value chain (van Bers et al., 2019),
governance is also an issue that arises as soon as a dimension
of collective action is present at any level of the value chain,
with interactions between partners that go beyond spot market
interactions (Hobbs, 2017). It is the case regarding cooperatives.
On the one hand, dairy cooperatives are a value chain agent
interacting on the markets with a requirement of economic
profitability (Hansmann, 1996; Schneiberg et al., 2008; Chlebicka
et al., 2017; Forney and Häberli, 2017). On the other hand, dairy
cooperatives are a legally framed structure gathering individual
agents, the farmers, and members of the cooperative, around a
series of shared goals. The former means that the pathways of
evolution are under the influence of the strategic choices made
by the members of the cooperative in terms of resource allocation
and investments (Burgelman, 2002). The latter means that the
decision-making process within the cooperative and the way
the farmer-members interact with the cooperative (Grandori,
2017) may influence these choices (Cook and Iliopoulos, 2000).
As stressed by Grandori (2017), how farmers relate to the
cooperative, interact as milk deliverer, and make decisions as
cooperative member ties indeed more with the features of a
democracy than those of a hierarchy.
Governance models within an organization or defining the
interactions between organizations in a value chain can be
characterized alongside a continuum ranging from coordinated
networks of partners (qualified as “hybrids”) to hierarchies
(the “classic” definition of firms where internal relations are
coordinated by authority relations) (Grandori, 2017; Ménard,
2017). Predictive models define which type of governance model
may prevail (Williamson, 1987; Gereffi et al., 2005; Ruzzier,
2009), from “arrangements in which parties interact mainly
through the price mechanisms (spot markets)”; hybrids where
partners interact on a long-term basis and develop “room for
mutually negotiated adaptation” to “integrated organizations
(hierarchies) within which adjustments are made in last resort
through forms of command and subordination” (Ménard, 2017).
These predictive models are “buyer-driven,” in the sense that they
rely mainly on a prediction of how a buyer relates to its suppliers,
based on the nature of the assets exchanged between parties,
the complexity of specifying and codifying these assets, and the
capability of suppliers to answer the needs of their partners. Let
us notice, however, that agri-food cooperatives are typically also
producer-driven models, where farmers gather to circumvent
monopsony of buyers, increase their marketing strength, and
benefit of possible advantageous tax and subsidy schemes for
investment (Hansmann, 1996). It is often stressed, additionally,
that no governance model develops and evolves outside of a
given institutional context (formal and informal rules) and the
influence of a given social and political environment (Hansmann,
1996; Trienekens, 2011; Ménard, 2017).
The perspective of this paper is to consider the studied dairy
cooperatives as structures of collective governance but also as
elements of the dairy value chain. We thus acknowledge that
any of the above-described dimensions (product specification
and quality, governance, and network aspects) do not develop
in a vacuum and may face constraints (e.g., of access to the
markets, access to infrastructures and resources). Drawing on
the analytical framework proposed by Trienekens (2011), the
results section hence provides first a characterization of the
cooperative models present in the Walloon Region, highlighting
the constraints they may encounter and the way they answer
these constraints.
The aim of this paper is not only to characterize these
cooperative models as elements of the value chain but also
to draw from that micro level of analysis significant insights
on macro-scale transition pathways. To this end, the results
are discussed resorting to a crossover between the Multi-
Level Perspective and a framework developed in the research
school of New Institutional Economics (Williamson, 1998,
2000). This framework considers the embeddedness of the
strategic decisions of economic agents within the realm of
their governance mechanisms and in the wider context of
formal and informal institutions in which the agents evolve.
Regarding the studied cooperative models, this framework
considers how strategic decisions and approaches of quality, as
well as the generation and distribution of added value, may
all be under the influence of governance mechanisms—which,
in the case of the dairy cooperatives, entail interactions with
the farmer-members, as exposed hereabove. Furthermore, this
framework allows to consider how the wider context of formal
and informal institutions [the “rules and rationalities guiding
behavior” (Runhaar et al., 2020)]—that wemay grasp through the
analysis of the constraints the cooperatives face—influences and
limit their strategic decision process. This framework hence ties
the way the cooperatives evolve at their own micro level with the
broader socio-technical coherence in which they evolve. From a
Multi-Level Perspective, this gives room to consider, from lock-
ins hindering macro-level value chain pathways of development.
This broader socio-technical coherence, and the abovementioned
appreciation of the broader networks with which the cooperatives
interact, will ultimately reveal the extent of complementarity of
the cooperative models for future pathways of development.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The above-described theoretical approach logically entails a
research methodology grounded in a qualitative engagement
with stakeholders cocreating research material “as to provide an
opportunity to analyze supply chain phenomena in the context
within which they are constructed” (Touboulic et al., 2020).
Our research is hence based on semi-directed interviews with
people from the Walloon dairy sector involved or connected
to the dairy cooperatives. By “connected,” we mean actors
involved in common projects with the cooperatives (researchers,
feed producing firms). We also mean the publicly funded
organizations advising dairy farmers and actors of the dairy
value chain in accordance with public policies. We did not
include representatives of the retail sector, as the sector was
not involved in any of the new cooperative models studied.
We hence considered retail as an element of the landscape in
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which the historical dairy cooperatives and the new cooperative
model evolved. We also considered the institutional frames to
which the dairy cooperatives were confronted as an element
of the landscape and hence did not extend our interviews
to policymakers at the regional level, beyond the publicly
funded organizations with whom the dairy cooperative members
interact regarding the implementation of public policies (that
may influence them). We based our investigation on 24
interviews with actors of the dairy sector (we further define as
“interviewees”), between September and December 2017:
- Six actors from publicly funded organizations (sp1, sp2, sp3,
sp4, sp5, sp6): national food security services (sp2), Walloon
agricultural counseling services (sp1, sp4, sp6), regional
support of value chain initiatives (sp3), local development
funded on European funds (sp5).
- Three actors from the feed sector (f1, f2, f3), two of which
in value chain projects with the historical cooperatives (f1) or
with new cooperative models (f2).
- Two representatives (cdc1, cdc2) of the two historical dairy
cooperatives collecting, respectively 62 and 25% of the milk
produced in the Walloon region, namely, the Laiterie des
Ardennes and Arla;
- Four actors active in the new cooperative models (ndc1,
ndc2, ndc3) as members of the board or as cooperative
member (ndc3bis);
- One researcher active in a value chain project with a historical
dairy cooperative (ir1);
- One representative of the economic interest group of cheese
processors working with raw milk (cp1);
- Four actors from the farmers’ union (u1, u2, u3, u4), of
which one from a union of organic farmers (u4), one from a
representation of the dairy farmers at European level (u3);
- One manager of agricultural credits in a bank covering 50% of
the market of agricultural loans in the Walloon region.
Some of the interviewees presented profiles crossing the different
categories, which added to the interest of interviewing them.
Interviewee u4 was active as a farmer in a project of specific
value chain developed by a historical dairy cooperative in the
past and is now a member of the Biomilk cooperative. One
administrator of a new cooperative model (ndc1) is also active
in the representation of the dairy farmers at the European level
(alongside u3) and delivers its milk to another new cooperative
model (Biomilk).
Additional researchmaterial consisted of talks and discussions
at conferences in Belgium and abroad, involving a discussion
with the CEO of the French dairy cooperative of the region
of Arras, in France (cdc3), in the frame of a conference about
cooperative models organized at the annual general assembly of
the cooperative on the 5th of June 2018. Although not specifically
created as research material for this research, the content of
these discussions was relevant to approach our object of study
and, in particular, the broader network with whom the dairy
cooperatives interacted.
We transcribed the interviews and the recorded conference
extracts in the software for qualitative management Nvivo. We
defined codes to identify and compare the features in the different
models, in terms of justifications, governance practices and
institutional rules, sets of interactions, and market strategy.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDIED
COOPERATIVE MODELS
This section outlines the main features of the studied cooperative
models. From the five historical cooperatives, we considered
two historical cooperatives, which are the two main collectors
of the region (respectively 20 and 70% of the dairy farmers),
and account together for more than 85% of the milk collected.
They both represent the vertically integrated cooperative model
to which the historical cooperative models mainly correspond.
We, from now on, refer to these cooperatives, and to the model,
they represent, as the “mainstream cooperatives”.
Arla is a cooperative European scale collecting the milk of
10,300 farmers in the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, the
UK, Germany, Denmark, and Sweden (Arla Foods, 2019a,c). The
cooperative owns various processing plants, none of which in
the Walloon Region. The Laiterie des Ardennes (2,000 farmers)
currently collects 30% of its milk outside of the Walloon Region
and owns one processing plant in the Walloon Region.
Figure 1 describes the configuration of the new cooperative
models, compared to the mainstream cooperatives. All new
cooperative models of the Walloon Region, targeting the same
distribution channels as the historical dairy cooperatives, are
represented and studied. As stressed in the introduction, this
study purposely focuses on these initiatives because they offer
a potential for diversification at another scale than the localized
and shortened value chains.
Biomilk is a cooperative of 39 organic dairy farmers and
acts as a substitute to the mainstream cooperative model. The
cooperative, however, does not own any milk processing plant.
The cooperative negotiates contracts with milk processors, on
the base of stricter requirements in milk quality than the
organic norm (control of butyric acid spores, more frequent
milk collection, and attention to the feeding of cows that
influences the taste of the milk). The cooperative also owns
its own brand, Bioterroir, for which some milk processors act
as subcontractors.
TheMarguerite Happy Cow and Fairebel act as complementary
structure to the mainstream cooperative model: the farmers
remain members of the mainstream cooperatives and are
additionally members of the new cooperative models.
In the Marguerite Happy Cow cooperative model, the
mainstream cooperative operates the separate milk collection of
the farmer-members for the new cooperative model (10 so far),
delivers to the processors of the new cooperative the quantities
they need, and uses the surplus. The cooperative labels the milk
of these farmers, based on specific criteria linked to the farm
model and the cow feed (GMO-free—ration with 70% of grass
or grass-based fodder. Feed complements have to originate from
maximum 300 km distance). Processers use the labeled milk and
label their products accordingly.
The Fairebel cooperative (500 members) acts as buyer of
products from the mainstream cooperative or other processors,
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FIGURE 1 | Graphical overview of the studied cooperative models—the arrows represent the product fluxes.
as would any other brandholder do. For instance, Fairebel is not
amember of theMarguerite Happy Cow cooperative but also buys
products from processors using that milk. Fairebel hence uses
the Marguerite Happy Cow label on these products. The Fairebel
members remain members of a mainstream dairy cooperative to
which they deliver their milk.
So far, the new cooperative models are marginal in terms of
quantity of milk collected. They are not active outside of the
national market. None of these new cooperative models owns a
milk processing plant. Table 1 summarizes the main descriptive
features of each studied cooperative.
All three new cooperative models emerged from a will
to broaden the scope of dairy products and offer higher
revenue to their farmer-members through diversification
toward high added value productions on the national
market. Fairebel emerged after the so-called dairy crisis of
2009 where farm-gate milk price drops generated protests
from farmers and made them question the strategic power
they had in mainstream dairy cooperatives (see Feyereisen
and Mélard, 2014 for more details about the negotiation
process with the mainstream dairy cooperatives). Marguerite
Happy Cow results from a publicly funded project aiming
at developing new processed dairy products using pasture-
based milk (Wagralim, 2019). Biomilk, similarly to Fairebel,
was created to allow organic farmers who had distinctive
pasture-based profiles and practices meeting cheese-processing
requirements (see De Herde et al., 2019 for more details about
these requirements), to market their milk separately from
mainstream cooperatives.
RESULTS
In order to characterize the above-described cooperative models
within the Walloon dairy value chain, this section considers
successively (1) the constraints they identify on the markets and
the impact of these constraints on their market strategy; (2) the
definition of quality, the related generation and distribution of
added value (including in relation with institutional frames); (3)
their governance features; and (4) how the cooperatives relate to
the broader networks with which they interact.
Approach of the Market
Interviewees from the mainstream cooperatives (cdc1, cdc2),
from one dairy industry (d1) and from the new cooperative
models (ndc2, ndc3) tend to align on the analysis of the
constraints they face on the markets. Mass retail is concentrated
and hence uses its position to diminish the profit margins of
processors (cdc1, cdc2, di1, ndc2, ndc3). The competitive mass
retailers’ brands (di1, ndc3) or cheaper imports (ndc3) dominate
the markets. Branding hence requires investments in advertising
(di1, cdc1, cdc2, ndc3), with limited perspectives if the national
market is targeted only, given consumption habits (cdc2, cdc1,
ndc3). Markets are barely open to other products than industrial
standards of simplicity, standardized visual aspect and taste
(ndc3, cdc1, di1). On the other hand, niches in specialized retail,
for example, in cheese production, do not cover the demand of
the consumers (ndc3, di1).
From this analysis, the mainstream cooperatives and the
new cooperative models draw different market strategies. We
summarized these strategies in Table 2.
Arla adopted the strategy of targeting the European and the
extra-European export markets with a variety of high added
value branded products (Arla Foods, 2019a). Currently, the
European market represents 62% of its total revenue, of which
50% comes from brands (Arla Foods, 2019a). The cooperative
identifies emerging markets in internet sale of dairy products
in Asia and considers these more promising than a focus on
local/regional productions in European countries (cdc2). The
cooperative registers there a revenue growth of about 5%, of
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TABLE 1 | Characterization of the studied cooperative models, in terms of membership and activities.
Mainstream cooperatives New cooperative models
Laiterie des Ardennes Arla Fairebel Biomilk Marguerite
Happy Cow
Number of members in the
Walloon Region
2,000 600 500 39 10
Date of foundation of the
cooperative
2001—from the merger of
two historical cooperatives
(active since the 1970s and
before)
Merger of a Walloon dairy
cooperative existing since
the 1930s with Arla (existing
since 1880) in 2014
2009 2002 2017






Proportion of the milk
produced in the Walloon
region processed
60% 30% <1% <1% <1%
Location of the farmer
members
The whole Walloon region;
recently expanded toward
milk producers outside of
the Walloon Region, who
produce 30% of its milk,
and relies














Milk processing plant Unique processing plant of
consumption milk, butter,
and milk powder.
None in the Walloon
region—multiple milk
processing plants in Europe
and outside of Europe
No No No
TABLE 2 | Generation of added value on the markets and differentiation factors of the studied cooperatives.
Mainstream cooperatives New cooperative models
Laiterie des Ardennes Arla Fairebel Biomilk Marguerite
Happy Cow
Differentiation factor on the
markets and main source of
generation of the added
value—European markets
Processing—quality of the
powders for infantile and
human consumption
Processing and branding Consumer’s
willingness to pay




back to the farmer
Dairy products with a clearer link to the local
character of productions and the farming
systems, for example based on grasslands,
and their effect on the gustative properties of
milk
Outcomes on the European
markets
Trading of milk powder and
mass retail
Trading of milk powder, and
mass retail




Generation of added value
on the extra-European
export markets
Quality of the powders for
infantile and human
consumption
(1) Brands for wealthy
customers—internet sales
(2) Milk powder trading and
reconditioning of milk
powder in dairy products
No No No
which 85% from brands (Arla Foods, 2019a). Besides brands,
the company also holds assets in milk-derived food ingredients
(Arla Foods Ingredients, 2017) and milk powder-based products
through joint ventures on the Asian and African markets (Arla
Foods, 2019a,b).
The Laiterie des Ardennes does not have the scale of
Arla. The cooperative manages its industrial plant producing
consumption milk, butter, and milk powders. The quality of
its milk powders (infantile on extra-European export markets;
intra-European delivery to industrial bakeries and chocolate
makers) acts as a differentiation factor on the markets (cdc1,
cdc2). In the European market, the cooperative does not hold
brands and acts with its processing plant as subcontractor for
brandholders and other dairy cooperatives. The cooperative
runs on a cost-effective light structure in terms of workforces
(cdc1, di1).
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TABLE 3 | Features contributing to the definition of the quality of milk—answers by the interviewees to the question “what defines a milk of quality (milk considered as raw
material)?”
Features of the milk taken
into account in the definition
of quality
Determining factor Number of citation/group
Group 1 Group 2
Criteria evenly cited in the two groups Production of useful content
(richness of milk in proteins and
fatty acid)
Cow feeding: balanced ration,
targeted use of feed
complements increases the
production of useful content
2 2
Cow well-being 2 2
Definition of quality linked to the
willingness to pay of the
consumer for given features
2 3
Criteria predominantly cited in group
1 (public services, dairy industries,
feed companies, mainstream dairy
cooperatives, unions)
Cell counts and requirements
linked to food security
Sanitary status of the cows,
global hygiene on farm
6 1
Physicochemical properties of
the milk as raw material
Cow feeding: grassland influence
the physicochemical properties
of the raw material
1 0
Criteria predominantly cited in group
2 (public services, new cooperative
models, research, unions)
Gustative properties (taste) Cow feeding: grasslands give
milk distinctive gustative milk
properties—also influenced by
the practices of grass
conservation
1 8
Fatty acid profile of the milk Cow feeding: grassland-based
diet increase the omega 3 profile
1 4
Cheese yield (K-casein content
of the milk)/richness in
components (ex: richness of fatty
acids of jersey cows)
Cow race 1 7
Cow selection 1 4




Presence of butyric acid spores Cow feeding (absence of or
dryer silages)
0 7
Types of microorganisms in the
milk when milk used raw
Stables management—degree of
concentration of cows in stables
0 4
Environmental impact Degree of intensivity of the farm
production, origin of the feed
0 2
Definition of quality dependent
upon the use made of the milk
0 7
The focus of the mainstream dairy cooperatives on industrial
milk processing and extra-European markets remains necessary,
according to some interviewees, given the limited potential
for niche productions on the Belgian market (f3, ndc3). The
interviewees of the new cooperative models identify nevertheless
a potential on the Belgian market to valorize dairy products with
a clearer link to the farming system. The interviewees mention,
for example, products based on grasslands, given their effect on
the gustative properties of milk (ndc2, ndc3, f3).
Two of the three new cooperative models (Fairebel and
Biomilk) are active on the segment of consumption milk.
They target the consumer’s willingness to pay for a product
that guarantees a fair income to the farmers. The three new
cooperative models (ndc1, ndc2, and ndc3) are also present on
the segment of cheese production, as well in mass retail as in
specialized stores. One new cooperative model also considers the
export potential of niche cheese production for small volumes in
the neighboring countries (ndc2).
Definition of Quality, Generation, and
Distribution of Added Value
Definition of Quality
Depending on the interviewees, quality is a property related to
milk as rawmaterial or a feature built through tomilk processing.
Hence, the importance given to the milk as unprocessed raw
material and the factors defining its qualities as raw material vary
among the interviewees. We summarized in Table 3 the features
attributed to milk as raw material by interviewees. Among the
interviewees who answered the question “what defines a milk of
quality?” or who spontaneously talked about how they defined
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milk (19 interviewees), we identify a clear difference between
two groups:
1. The interviewees (Table 3, group 1) who define the quality
of milk on the base of food security/sanitary criteria only
(cell counts, amount of impurities in milk) (sp2, f1, di1, sp1,
cdc1, cdc2, u1), to which some add criteria linked to the
well-being of the cows (sp1, u1). We find in that category
interviewees coming from the mainstream dairy cooperatives,
the dairy industries, the feed sector, the public services and the
farmers’ unions;
2. The interviewees (Table 3, group 2) who define the quality of
the milk as influenced by a broader scope of farm practices
than the farm practices related to hygiene, food security,
and animal well-being mentioned by the interviewees of the
previous group (sp3, sp4, sp5, sp6, ndc2, ndc3, ndc3bis, f3,
cp1, u4, ir1). We find in that category (Table 3, group 2)
interviewees coming from the new cooperative models, the
feed sector, the public services and the farmers’ unions.
Some of the interviewees of the second group stressed that the
definition made by actors about the quality of the milk was
dependent upon the use made of the milk (sp3, sp4, sp6, ndc3,
ndc3bis, f3, b1). On the one hand, milk used for the production
of powder does not require other additional quality criteria than
the sanitary requirements linked to hygiene on farm (f3). On
the other hand, cheese producers, or producers of products
(yogurts) with distinctive gustative features, tend to encompass in
their evaluation of quality broader criteria than the ones related
to hygiene on farm (sp5, ndc3, ndc3bis, cp1). The processing
stage builds there on the qualitative properties of the milk
(freshness, taste) to produce products with high-quality texture
and taste (Murphy et al., 2016). Interviewees from the first group
consider that milk used to produce consumption milk (cdc2) and
industrial butter (f1) needs no additional characterization than
the ones linked to general food security/sanitary requirements.
The useful content of the milk (sugars, proteins, and fat) matters
(f1, sp1, cdc2), as well as its physicochemical properties, so as
to manage the transformation processes (di1). The processing
and marketing stages create the final product’s added value
(di1, cdc2). These stages may require important Research and
Development processes, for example for the extraction of derived
ingredients (cdc2) (Arla Foods Ingredients, 2017). Themarketing
stage requires huge investments in advertisement (cdc2) that
only large-scale stakeholders may afford (ncd3). The fact that
milk may acquire gustative properties through cows’ feeding is
unclear to some (f1, sp1). That property is irrelevant on today’s
market (cdc2).
We find in both groups the awareness that a particular
definition of quality may only generate added value as long as
the consumer is willing to pay for it (u4, di1, ir1, f3, cdc2, cdc1).
In this regard, the role played by marketing, packaging, and
consumer’s information is stressed (ndc2, di1, u4).
Distribution of the Added Value Along the Value Chain
The mainstream dairy cooperatives distribute evenly the
added value to all members
In the mainstream dairy cooperatives, all farmers receive, by
statutory requirement, the same farm-gate price for the milk
they produce (cdc1, cdc 2, sp3) (Arla Foods, 2018). Criteria
of food security defining quality premiums follow the federal
law (legally defined thresholds on plate counts—representative
of the amount of germs, somatic cell counts, residuals of
antibiotics and visible impurities) (SPF Santé Publique, 2006;
Gouvernement Wallon, 2009). The dairy cooperatives may also
apply stricter thresholds on the quality requirements than the
federal food security thresholds (cdc2), or any additional quality
criteria, at the condition that those criteria are measurable in
themilk samples (GouvernementWallon, 2009). The cooperative
must grant the quality premium—capped to 2 eurocents/liter—
to every member of the cooperative, in a non-discriminatory
manner (Gouvernement Wallon, 2009).
The cooperative pays the farmers on the profitability margins
generated within the vertically integrated model (Figure 2). Even
when the dairy cooperative designs a project of separate milk
collection to focus on certain properties of the milk produced
by the farmers, for example geographical origin (cdc2), the profit
margin is equally redistributed among all members. Part of the
milk payment takes the form of benefit retrocession at the end of
the accounting year.
New cooperative models diversify the channels of
redistribution of the added value to the farmers
The new cooperative models enlarge the modes of redistribution
of added value by generating additional fluxes of profit margins
to specific groups of farmers.
Within the new cooperative models, distribution
takes place through three mechanisms, illustrated
in Figure 2:
1. Direct ownership of brands by farmers (the Fairebel brand and
the Bioterroir brand);
2. Direct retrocession of the profit margin under the form of a
fixed premium paid to a specific group of farmers whose milk
answers additional quality criteria (theMarguerite Happy Cow
model). On top of the remuneration they receive from their
mainstream dairy cooperative, the farmers receive a premium
from the milk processors for the use of their milk;
3. Separate milk collection through an alternative cooperative
structure with additional quality criteria than the criteria of
the mainstream dairy cooperatives (the Biomilk model); the
farmers share the profits generated by the sale of their milk to
a variety of milk processing operators, the cooperative centers
its activities on milk collection and does not invest in any
milk processing tool. The revenue of the cooperative, and
consequently the profit margin distributed between members,
is dependent upon the ability to negotiate a good price for the
milk sold to processors.
The two first redistribution models (Fairebel and Marguerite
Happy Cow) complement the remuneration of the mainstream
cooperative. As the prices of the Fairebel products do not
fluctuate much, the margin redistribution to the farmers is
relatively constant (ndc1). Marguerite Happy Cow offers its
farmer-members a fixed premium that may get higher when
the milk price drops. These payments hence act as a form of
insurance for the farmers.
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FIGURE 2 | Graphical representation of the enlargement of the fluxes of redistribution of the added value to farmers through the new cooperative models.
Fairebel markets a quantity of milk equivalent to 4% of
the production of the brandholders. Every farmer brandholder
receives an annual retrocession of about 2,000 e, about 0.5
eurocent per liter milk they produce [calculated on the base of
the amount of members, the annual retrocession (ndc1), and
the average dairy production per farm in the Walloon region
(Collège des Producteurs, 2017)]. Marguerite Happy Cow offers
to the farmers a premium of about 3 cents per liter on 2/3 of
the production of its farmers (Jacques et Associés, 2018), thus 2
cents/liter on the totality of their production.
Structural Organization of Governance and
Relationships Between the Members of the
Cooperative
The mainstream cooperatives and the new cooperative
model present distinct features in terms of membership and
management detailed hereunder and summarized in Table 4.
We further explore how these features influence the relationship
between the structure and its farmer-members.
Membership
Two new cooperative models (Fairebel and Marguerite Happy
Cow) present a mixed membership of farmers, milk processors,
and consumers. The presence of other actors, beyond farmers,
in the new cooperative models, offers structural opportunities of
dialogue across the value chain (u2, sp3), and complementarity
in strength and resources between actors (ndc3, ndc3bis, ndc2,
sp3, ndc3bis, sp5). Cooperation works well between partners of
similar scale (f1, f2, f3), and when processors do not act against
each other on the same markets (ndc3bis, cp1).
Management
Mainstream cooperatives work with professional managers,
controlled by farmers. The new cooperative models involve
farmers directly in the management of the cooperative and/or
in the marketing/promotional activities (ndc1, ndc2). The new
cooperative models are grassroot initiatives by farmers/milk
processors. These initiatives run on a management exerted
by farmers/milk processors only, with few or no additional
operational help (ndc1, ndc2, ndc3).
Relationship Between the Cooperative and the
Farmer-Members
The scale of the mainstream cooperatives and their structural
organization (professional management, processing plants
managed as distinct entities from the cooperative to which
they belong) (Filippi et al., 2008) does not help farmers have
the feeling to hold a power of strategic decision-making (sp3).
However, there are mechanisms of representation and control
by dairy farmers in large-scale cooperatives (cdc2, sp3). Arla, for
example, organizes elected district councils, further delegating
members in representation bodies at higher geographical levels
(Arla Foods, 2018). In other countries, farmers would tend to use
these channels more actively to influence the strategic decisions
than in the Walloon Region (sp3).
Interviewees mention distinct issues of dialogue with farmers
on the strategic orientation of the mainstream cooperative,
depending on their profile (cdc1, cdc2, sp3, sp6, ndc2). On the
one hand, some farmers would like the cooperative to invest
toward product diversification but lack consideration for the
cost–benefit ratio of such investments at an industrial scale (cdc1,
di, sp3). Concerning the Laiterie des Ardennes, these farmers also
tend to overlook the costs of transitions linked to the change of
business-model, requiring building up an expertise—for example
in marketing—that is not present (cdc1). These farmers tend
to be distrustful toward the management (cdc1, ndc2). On the
other hand, new investments toward diversification could stir the
dissatisfaction of large-scale intensive farmers whose farm model
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TABLE 4 | Summary of the governance features of the studied cooperative models.
Mainstream cooperatives New cooperative models
Laiterie des
Ardennes
Arla Fairebel Biomilk Marguerite Happy Cow





Management Centralized management by professional
managers + board of directors for control and
validation
Decentralized management—informal share of the management task




Direct election of the
board of directors by











Direct election the board of directors Direct election of the board
of directors. Statutory
requirement to have a
majority of farmers in the
board. Internalization of the
communication process
alongside the value chain in
the board of directors
Promotional activities Specialized workforce paid by
the cooperative
Mandatory involvement of
the farmers in the
promotional activities
Voluntary involvement of the
farmers in the promotional
activities
The milk processors
involved in the cooperative
take care of the promotional
activities (limited
involvement of the farmers)
aligns with the requirements of the present business model and
would not want to support other farming systems, let alone see
them benefit from an extra remuneration (cdc1, cdc3). The dairy
cooperative relies on the latter farmers for the profitability of its
industrial plants (cdc1). Consequently, directors do not see it as
the responsibility of the cooperative to cover investments toward
product diversification (cdc1).
The new cooperative models focus on dialogue with the
farmers on the issues faced in the management of the project, to
inform them about the market situation, the constraints linked
to competition (ndc3, u4). The expectations, in return, are that
farmers develop a culture of initiative and responsibility about
the processing of their milk (ndc3, b1, sp5, f1). The interviewees
oppose such a logic to the situation prevailing until now in
the frame of the European agricultural policies (ndc3, b1, sp3),
where farmers are driven to produce quantities of raw materials
(sp6, ndc2, ir1) and where public subsidies support farmers and
market pathways (ndc3, b1, sp3, sp1, sp5bis). A change of culture
requires the awareness that the generation of added value is
ideally a proactive bottom-up process (sp3) generated by farmers
and milk processers (ndc3) and requires attention to the market
outcomes of one’s activities (f1, sp5bis).
Interactions With External Business
Partners
The mainstream dairy cooperatives may have agreements for
separate collection and milk delivery to processors, but only on
the base of features of geographical origin of the milk (cdc1).
Two cheese processors, in particular, consider this as an issue,
as they wish to know where the milk comes from and which
practices the farmer producing the milk has adopted (ndc3bis,
ndc3). According to these interviewees (ndc3bis, ndc3), it is the
reason why they supported the development of the Marguerite
Happy Cow new cooperative model: to develop an agreement
with specific farmers about their milk production practices and
receive that milk specifically. To be able to do this successfully,
they rely on the fact that a mainstream dairy cooperative accepts
to grant a service of separate milk collection. To reach such an
agreement, they had to change their delivery agreement with
a mainstream dairy cooperative who refused to grant such a
service. The interviewees indicate that the management of the
dairy cooperative was not receptive to their requirements and did
not find it appropriate to disclose to the processors information
about their milk producers. The dairy cooperative with whom
these processors are now cooperating for separate milk collection
has shares in one of the cheese processing plants of the processors
involved in the new cooperative model. This shift of mainstream
dairy cooperative also means that the farmers who want to
participate in the new cooperative model also have to switch
from one mainstream dairy cooperative to another, which may
sometimes require a notice period of several years.
Let us note that one mainstream dairy cooperative is planning
to monitor the farm practices of their members to accommodate
in the future the wishes of brandholders or processors (cdc2).
One interviewee (sp3) considers that there is little awareness
as to how farming systems affect the quality of the milk. The
mainstream cooperatives do not evaluate the effect of grassland
feeding on the fatty acid composition of the milk (cdc2, cdc1) and
sell pasture milk according to a shared norm (Campina, 2019) on
the base of requirements of access to grasslands for cows without
specific requirements on the proportion of grasslands in the feed
ration (ir1, cdc2, cdc1). Connection with researchers or public
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TABLE 5 | Summary of the features of interactions with business partners.
Mainstream cooperatives New cooperative models
Laiterie des
Ardennes
Arla Fairebel Biomilk Marguerite Happy Cow
Main business partners in
the value chain
Industrial food processors and mass
retail
Food processors (industrial and nonindustrial), mass and specialized retail
Basis for negotiation with
the main business partners
Concentrated mass retail and narrow
profitability margins
Ability to seize market opportunities and answer specific requirements of brandholders
or milk processors
The guarantees offered by the new cooperative model can be used as differentiation
factor in the communication toward customers
Communications related to
the origin of the milk
Based on the geographical origin
solely—although seen as a future
challenge to collect information about
the farm practices of the members to
answer the requirements of the milk
processors and brandholders (cdc2)
Communication focused on
the fact that the brand is
held by Belgian farmers
Communication on the specific origin




Few agreements with other food
processors around
by-products—specifically none when
a food processor is a competitor of
the cooperative’s own processing
plants
Main issue is to cultivate networks of partners having a shared understanding of market
approaches—difference in scales may bring power games. Guarantees (in terms of
origin of milk, or the cooperative structure as such) is a differentiation factor that the
business partner may also use in its communication toward customers, and an element
of strength in the negotiation
services working on the effects of grasslands on the properties
of milk are inexistent (sp6, ir1). So were contacts, between
the mainstream cooperatives and the cheese processors on the
by-products of cheese production (lactoserum), although the
mainstream dairy cooperatives identify this resource as strategic
in their ingredient branches (cdc2). Interviewees cite differences
in scale as the main obstacles to cooperation (di1, f3, cdc1, cdc3).
The new cooperative models are not vertically integrated and
work on principles of negotiation between the different levels
of the value chain (between milk collectors, milk processors,
brandholders). Let us note that Marguerite Happy Cow
institutionalizes the negotiation process through the cooperative
structure, between milk producers and milk processors. The
new cooperative models answer, in their relation with the other
stakeholders in the value chain, and within their own structure
(in the case of Marguerite Happy Cow), to the definition of
hybrids (a coordinated network of partners interacting on a
long-term basis) (Ménard, 2017). Based on Gereffi’s framework
categorizing value chains (Gereffi et al., 2005), Fairebel presents,
regarding its supplies in consumption milk, the features of a
modular hybrid value chain (no additional criteria on the milk
than the industrial food safety criteria). Biomilk and Marguerite
Happy Cow present the features of a relational value chain,
where a set of additional criteria on milk are guaranteed
to the processors and brandholders through reputation ties.
Both models offer to processors the guarantee, beyond written
specifications on farm practices, that the providers will effectively
provide a product answering distinctive requirements. The
absence of vertical integration gives flexibility to seize market
opportunities and answer specific requirements of brandholders
or milk processors (ndc2). Milk collectors may accept small-
scale contracts of delivery to brandholders and involve a
milk processer as subcontractor. However, the negotiation
process runs smoother in networks of partners having a shared
understanding of market approaches and mutual interest in
cooperation (ndc2).
Table 5 summarizes the main features of interactions of the
studied cooperatives with the business partners.
DISCUSSION
The results detailed in the previous section underlined a
dichotomy between the mainstream cooperatives and the new
cooperative models in terms of market approach, definition
of the milk quality and distribution of the added value,
governance practices, and relationship with members and with
business partners. Replacing these features within Williamson’s
framework will help consider (1) the specificities of each model
within a broader macro-scale socio-technical coherence and
(2) the pathways this coherence enables and disables, namely,
which lock-ins to diversification pathways our research uncovers.
Finally, the coexistence of both models will be discussed in light
of this analysis and of the interaction with partners uncovered in
the last section of our results.
A Dichotomized Landscape Reveals the
Coherence of Two Models of Development
Williamson (2000)’s framework considers the strategic choices of
an organization as resulting from the interplay of various
embedded dimensions, called levels. According to this
framework (represented in Figure 3), firms allocate their
resources (level 4) because their choices are embedded within
and determined by their governance structure (level 3). The
way this governance structure determines how some strategic
choices are more efficient than others, and which governance
structure is more adapted to achieve strategic goals, depends on
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FIGURE 3 | Representation of the four levels of analysis of resource allocation in firms (Williamson, 2000).
FIGURE 4 | Representation of the coherence of the mainstream cooperative’s model, within Williamson’s framework.
the regulatory framework at hand (level 2) and on the effect of
the broader informal rules guiding behavior (level 1). Levels 2
and 1 typically describe what recent studies on transitions in the
dairy sector encompass under the concept of institutional logics
(Runhaar et al., 2020).
We observe in our results a coherence linking strategic
choices with governance structure, regulatory framework, and
informal rules, which defines two distinct development models.
These development models stem from a market analysis
that is similar across the interviewees from both models
(results, section Approach of the Market). On the one hand,
the vertically integrated mainstream dairy cooperatives make
strategic choices considering the pool of milk to valorize
the existing sets of processing plants in which they invested
and the means at hand given their scale and business
structure. Their strategy to generate added value (results sections
Approach of the Market and Definition of Quality) focuses
on pathways valorizing large volumes of milk on the market:
industrial processing and branding (see Figure 4 representing
the coherence of the mainstream cooperative’s model within
Williamson’s framework). In this configuration, milk is a raw
material that has to answer food security requirements and offer
useful content (results section Definition of Quality). Advertising
concepts like “grassmilk” are marketing arguments disconnected
from the intrinsic properties of milk (results, section Interactions
With External Business Partners). There is little connection to the
scientific evidence showing that milk can be something else than
a standard product (results, section Interactions With External
Business Partners). The non-discriminatory rule in terms of
payment of the milk to farmers (results, section The Mainstream
Dairy Cooperatives Distribute Evenly the Added Value to all
Members) fits with that standardized approach (Lamine et al.,
2012). This rule is a statutory requirement (level 3) supported
by the legal frame of payments to farmers in cooperatives
(level 2) (results section The Mainstream Dairy Cooperatives
Distribute Evenly the Added Value to all Members). More
globally, the informal rules (level 1) of farmers not involved—
if only through representation—in the management and not
trained on business matters aligns with a structural governance
based on professional management (level 3) (results sections
Management and Relationship Between the Cooperative and the
Farmer-Members). Resorting to a Multi-Level Perspective lens,
this coherence hints at the existence of a stabilized and incumbent
socio-technical regime (Lachman, 2013).
On the other hand, the new cooperative models consider
the market potential of products based on a differentiated
gustative and nutritional value of milk and on the links between
products and the farming system. They target the willingness of
consumers to pay for these properties on the national market
(results sections Approach of the Market and Definition of
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FIGURE 5 | Representation of the coherence of the new cooperative models within Williamson’s framework.
Quality). They remunerate selective farmers through the creation
of new cooperative structures complementing the mainstream
dairy cooperatives (results section New Cooperative Models
Diversify the Channels of Redistribution of the Added Value to
the Farmers). Through de-integration and structural dialogue
across the value chain, they aim at supporting an entrepreneurial
dynamic in milk processing that includes farmers and milk
processors (results sections Membership, Relationship Between
the Cooperative and the Farmer-Members, and InteractionsWith
External Business Partners). The representation of their features
in Williamson’s framework in Figure 5 shows an uncompleted
level of coherence, as the rules of the game covering the
remuneration of milk are not specifically calibrated to the
features of this new development model. This incomplete
coherence is very well documented within the Multi-level
Perspective: niches face well-structured incumbent socio-
technical systems whose rules, encompassed in the concept of
“socio-technical regime,” reinforce its coherence (Geels, 2004;
Geels and Kemp, 2007). The new cooperative models face an
incumbent dairy regime which seems driven by a coherent
market-driven industrial institutional logics (Runhaar et al.,
2020) and in which they manage to implement new institutional
logics (at the level of informal rules). In this regard, the new
cooperative models appear as a structural answer allowing to
bypass the rules of the existing socio-technical regime, and act
as protective spaces for innovation (Hans de Haan and Rotmans,
2011). These new cooperative models rely on a more direct
involvement of the farmer in the management and more broadly
on a culture of responsibility related to the processing of milk by
farmers (results, section Relationship Between the Cooperative
and the Farmer-Members). The coherence of this model hence
relies on a feedback effect from level 3 (the play of the game—
governance) on level 1 (informal rules) for what concerns the
mentality of farmers. The impact of these changes on farmers, as
well as on the definition of their identity, remains to be explored.
New Cooperative Models Act as Structural
Answers to Lock-Ins Grounded in the
Coherence of the Mainstream Dairy Model
In countries like Switzerland and France, studies (Perrot et al.,
2017; Reviron and Python, 2018) link the generation of higher
added value on the dairy markets to two strategies. The
first strategy is based on branding and specialized industrial
outcomes. Milk remains a standard raw material in this strategy
(Reviron and Python, 2018), and the costly R&D investments
at the processing and marketing stage generate the added value
of the differentiated product (Perrot et al., 2017). The second
strategy is based on the development of value chains relying on
a milk holding specific features (geographical origin, modes of
production, for example organic, GMO free, grassland-based)
(Perrot et al., 2017). In the latter case, the contribution of themilk
producer (the dairy farmer) to the added value of the product
marketed is higher than in the former case. This may increase
the share of added value retroceded to the farmer in these value
chains (Reviron and Python, 2018).
The coherence of the mainstream cooperatives’ development
model, identified from the results in section A Dichotomized
Landscape Reveals the Coherence of Two Models of
Development, hints at the existence of a stabilized and coherent
pattern of industrial milk processing in which these cooperatives
evolve. The possibility to invest in pathways following the
first strategy described here above seems linked to the means
and resources the dairy cooperative may mobilize, with a
strategic advantage linked to larger-scale models (results section
Definition of Quality and Relationship Between the Cooperative
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and the Farmer-Members), like that of Arla, compared to that
of the Laiterie des Ardennes (section Description of The Studied
Cooperative Models).
Our analysis also shows that this coherence is a major source
of lock-ins acting against pathways of diversification of the dairy
productions that follow the second strategy described here above
by Perrot et al. (2017) and Reviron and Python (2018). The
concept of lock-in expresses the fact that dominant routines
in production, use of technologies, transfers of knowledge,
and institutional practices hinder pathways of development
moving away from these routines (Geels, 2004; Maréchal, 2012;
Sutherland et al., 2012; Lachman, 2013; Pesch, 2015).
The Laiterie des Ardennes has the scale of many regional
dairy cooperatives present in countries like France (Filippi
et al., 2008; Alavoine-Mornas and Madelrieux, 2015). These
smaller-scale cooperative models often combines economic and
social utility (Koulytchizky and Mauget, 2003) by linking the
cooperative project with objectives of rural development and
maintenance of a dairy activity in remote territories non-adapted
to intensive farming (Alavoine-Mornas and Madelrieux, 2015).
Yet, the development model of the Laiterie des Ardennes relies
mainly on a set of non-diversified production of consumption
milk, butter, and milk powder (see section Description of The
Studied Cooperative Models and results section Approach of the
Market). We identified from our results the following obstacles
to a more diversified strategy:
1. The cooperative holds one milk processing plant, whose
profitability depends on the maximization of its use and
on cost sparing. The cooperative relies on the quantities
produced by the members (results section Relationship
Between the Cooperative and the Farmer-Members), and in
particular on the milk collected outside of theWalloon Region
(section Description of The Studied Cooperative Models), to
maximize the profitability of the plant. It is in its interests
to accommodate the larger-scale intensive milk producers
whose farm model aligns with the requirements of the
present business model, and who would not want to support
other farming systems, let alone see them benefit from an
extra remuneration (results section Relationship Between the
Cooperative and the Farmer-Members);
2. Diversification entails a change of business-model and
requires the development of a marketing expertise that
is not present (results, sections Approach of the Market
and Relationship Between the Cooperative and the Farmer-
Members);
3. Dedicating existing industrial lines to processing pathways
with limited market potential could induce a complexification
of the management and an imbalance of profitability (of the
cost/benefit ratio) (results section Relationship Between the
Cooperative and the Farmer-Members);
4. The relative benefit per euro invested will be negligible at the
scale of the dairy cooperative given the market perspectives
(results, section Approach of the Market); directors do not
see it as the responsibility of the cooperative to cover
such investments (results section Relationship Between the
Cooperative and the Farmer-Members).
One aspect of the lock-ins described here concerns the
relationship between the farmers and the dairy cooperative.
The profitability of the milk processing plant seems to make
the management of the cooperative sensitive to the weight of
the most intensive milk producers (results section Relationship
Between the Cooperative and the Farmer-Members). This
sensitivity to the voice of intensive milk producers can also
relate to the weight of these producers in terms of shares
and voting rights. More globally, this sensitivity ties with the
question of the broader cultural conception shared among the
cooperative members about what constitutes the responsibility
and mission of the cooperative (results section Relationship
Between the Cooperative and the Farmer-Members). This calls
for more research in the direction of organizational identity,
the consideration of the “organizational purpose and values
as a whole” (Rijswijk et al., 2019), and the interactions
between internal and external agents in the definition of the
organizational identity—including in relation to governance
aspects like voting rights.
The dairy cooperative Arla acts at a totally other scale than
the Laiterie des Ardennes (section Description of The Studied
Cooperative Models). The questions of collecting enough milk
to maximize the use of its plants, the need to accommodate
farmers, and the possible costs of transition of business-model
or expertise are less stringent, due to its scale, broad anchoring,
and the present diversity of its activities. However, the interests
the cooperative might have in any regional/local development
pathways based on the second strategy of diversification are even
more negligible, given its scale and the division of the return of
investment among all members.
The remuneration of milk quality must be based on
measurable criteria and be non-discriminatory, according to
legal requirements and statutory rules of the mainstream dairy
cooperatives (results section TheMainstreamDairy Cooperatives
Distribute Evenly the Added Value to all Members). In a model
where milk remains a standard raw material and where the
added value comes from processing and branding (results section
Definition of Quality), the mainstream dairy cooperative meets
easily the constraint of non-discriminatory remuneration.
Setting a rule of remuneration of the farmers based on the
effects of feeding on the composition of milk may be risky
for the mainstream cooperative, given the non-discriminatory
rule (results, section The Mainstream Dairy Cooperatives
Distribute Evenly the Added Value to all Members). Indeed,
any farmer meeting the criteria could then pretend to the
premium, regardless of the possibility for the dairy cooperative
to valorize that milk on market pathways. The cooperative may
decide to collect separately milk from given farming systems,
without remunerating the farmers’ extra quality premiums
for this. Some mainstream dairy cooperatives anticipate that
development pathway on themarket (results, section Interactions
With External Business Partners) but with a cost-effectiveness
calculated at the level of the dairy cooperative and without
considering incentives for farmers to maintain a given farming
system through remuneration. Mainstream dairy cooperatives
may also provide milk processors the service of a separate
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milk collection. However, the system of remuneration (results
section The Mainstream Dairy Cooperatives Distribute Evenly
the Added Value to all Members) does not provide to the
concerned farmers any financial incentive to meeting the criteria
required by the milk processors.
The lock-ins described here above relate:
1. to the model of industrial development, based on the
maximization of use of the processing plant and of its
production lines (results section Relationship Between the
Cooperative and the Farmer-Members);
2. to the subsequent sensitivity to accommodate the larger-scale
intensivemilk producers (results section Relationship Between
the Cooperative and the Farmer-Members);
3. to a broader shared conception, at the level of the farmers
and at the level of the management, about what the goals
and missions of the dairy cooperatives should be (results
section Relationship Between the Cooperative and the Farmer-
Members);
4. to the costs of transition related to a given business model
(results, sections Approach of the Market and Relationship
Between the Cooperative and the Farmer-Members);
5. to the lack of strategic interest of investing in diversification
pathways, considering the negligible return on investment
expected, especially when divided among all members (results,
section Approach of the Market and The Mainstream
Dairy Cooperatives Distribute Evenly the Added Value to
all Members);
6. to the non-discriminatory rule of remuneration (results,
section TheMainstream Dairy Cooperatives Distribute Evenly
the Added Value to all Members), entailing a possible
imbalance between costs–benefits in case the dairy cooperative
introduces additional quality criteria;
7. to the associated cultural definition of what defines milk, as
raw material (results section Definition of Quality), that does
not favor dialogue with downward milk processors aiming
at considering that aspect (results section Interactions With
External Business Partners);
8. to the fact that the present remuneration (results section
The Mainstream Dairy Cooperatives Distribute Evenly the
Added Value to all Members) rule does not provide incentive
to farmers to maintain a given farming system to support
diversification pathways, even if the dairy cooperative decides
to organize a separate milk collection for specific processors.
The new cooperative models propose structural answers to
these lock-ins by following a logic of de-integration and
externalization of the investment and the remuneration of
the concerned farmers from the mainstream dairy cooperative
(results section New Cooperative Models Diversify the Channels
of Redistribution of the Added Value to the Farmers). This
externalization of initiative, remuneration, and risk allows
specific groups of actors to explore new development pathways
in accordance with their current market potential and to
mutually agree on broader criteria of definition of milk (results
sections Definition of Quality and Relationship Between the
Cooperative and the Farmer-Members). The de-integration
allows considering the most profitable modes of cooperation
between milk collection, milk processing and marketing, and a
complementarity of strength.
The new cooperative models were created because the
involved stakeholders felt that their initiatives could not
be supported within the frames of the mainstream dairy
cooperatives. Following Gereffi’s framework (Gereffi et al.,
2005) on value chain governance, de-integration toward a
relational value chain does necessarily have to go paired with an
increase of the capabilities of the suppliers to provide products
answering complex specifications. It is the case regarding
the Biomilk and Marguerite Happy Cow models, where feed
processors, farmers, and processors provide a differentiated
product answering specific requirements. Such a model hence
relies on an increased responsibility of every involved actor
to provide supplies answering given requirements. The model,
in return, allows a supplementary channel of retrocession of
the added value to the farmers involved (results section New
Cooperative Models Diversify the Channels of Redistribution
of the Added Value to the Farmers) that is not possible within
the institutional logics and related governance rules of the
mainstream cooperative model.
Table 6 describes the lock-ins identified and how structural
elements of the new cooperative models help circumvent these
lock-ins. We define as “organizational” the types of lock-ins that
stem from the way the mainstream milk processing is organized,
and the broader coherence of the rules coevolving with it.
The model developed by the Marguerite Happy Cow
cooperative appears to be the most thorough in circumventing
the lock-ins of the mainstream cooperative models. It answers
jointly the issue of control of quality of the raw material by milk
processers, the issue of the incentive to invest in diversification
pathways, the issue of separate remuneration to a selected group
of farmers, and the issue of cooperation and complementarity of
strength between the various parts of the value chain.
New Cooperative Models Define Pathways
of Coexistence in the Future Dairy Sector
Two of the studied new cooperative models (Fairebel,Marguerite
Happy Cow) act as complement to the mainstream dairy
cooperatives (see section Description of The Studied Cooperative
Models). The role of the mainstream dairy cooperative evolves
and includes that of a service provider (for separate milk
collection) to the new cooperative model, on top of its
customary business activities. The mainstream dairy cooperative
also uses the surplus of milk of the farmers not used in
the new cooperative model. At this stage, these two new
cooperative models cannot survive without the existence of the
mainstream dairy cooperative using the surplus of milk produced
by farmers.
The Biomilk new cooperative model develops as a substitution
to the mainstream dairy cooperatives. It is, however, inexact
to say that Biomilk develops only as a separate niche: our
results illustrate that Biomilk develops a business connection
with industrial milk processors and mass retail. As such, Biomilk,
equally to Fairebel and Marguerite Happy Cow, also links to
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TABLE 6 | Lock-ins preventing mainstream dairy cooperatives to explore diversification pathways and answers provided by the new cooperative models.
Lock-in Type of lock-in Consequence of the lock-in Answer of the new cooperative
model to the lock-in
1. Pursuit of the profitability of
industrial processing plants
Organizational—path dependency
linked to past investments and
scale-linked
The cooperative is unlikely to
endanger its cost–benefit ratio by
dedicating production lines to niche
productions with limited market
potential
The de-integration allows the
exploration of diversification
pathways at a scale that is
sustainable economically and to
consider the modes of cooperation
between actors milk collection, milk
processing, and marketing that are
the most profitable
2. Farmers with large-scale
intensive farming systems won’t
feel responsible for the
development of pathways valorizing
the milk of other farmers on the base
of broader quality criteria than just the
food security quality—and might not
accept the decrease in retrocession
linked to related investments
Financial, cultural, and organizational Most farmers would not favor the
investments in diversification
pathways and accommodating
large-scale intensive farmers matters
to maintain industrial profitability
The new cooperative models
externalizes the initiative and the
associated investments from the
mainstream cooperative
3. The mainstream cooperative has
specific missions and
goals—diversifying in niche
production is not one of them
Cultural Diversification into niche productions
is not considered as strategic option
The new cooperatives offer
structural frames for specific
groups of farmers to pursue their
own strategic goals
4. Costs of a transition toward
another business model (training and
recruitment of new profiles,
development of a new expertise)
Financial—linked to the business
model (path dependency)
The lock-in of transition cost
increases the risks associated with
the investments and delays the return
on investment, which reinforces
lock-in n◦3.
The de-integration and the
development of new structures,
like Marguerite Happy Cow, allows to
generate opportunities of dialogue
and complementarity of strengths
5. Negligible return on investment
expected, especially when divided
among all members
Scale-linked Scale-related lack of interest in issues
of regional development
The new cooperatives offer
structural frames to pursue
investments and divide the returns
on investments among the
concerned farmers only
6. Setting a rule of remuneration
based on the effects of feeding on
the properties of milk (nutritional or
gustative) may be risky, given the
identified market outcomes for
products valorizing these properties
Financial (scale-linked) and
organizational
The rule of remuneration entails extra
costs compared to the possible
market outcomes
The new cooperative models
externalize the remuneration of
specific groups of farmers from
the mainstream dairy cooperative
7. The definition of quality and its
legal framing supports the
consideration of quality linked to the
farming system, only if the farming
system influences the content of the
milk and that effect is measurable
Cultural There is little alignment with the
requirements of some milk
processors
The new cooperative models offers
frame where the quality of milk can
be negotiated and agreed upon
8. The legal and statutory
requirements on the payment of
the milk impose a non-discrimination
rule
Organizational This prevents from remunerating the
farmers whose milk could be used in
diversification pathways and provides
no incentive for them to maintain a
specific farm model
The payment of the share of
added value to the farmer is
externalized from the mainstream
dairy cooperative, or alternatively
(Biomilk) the whole model of milk
collection is externalized within a
smaller-scale cooperative of farmers
meeting additional quality criteria
the channels of creation of added value of the incumbent
regime, by answering needs emerging from the evolution of the
broader consumption landscape. The new cooperative structures
hence appear as structural answers to the issue of a broader
definition of milk quality. They represent, as structures, a form of
institutional anchoring that allows the development of new forms
of network anchoring with the incumbent actors (processors,
retailers, consumers) (Elzen et al., 2012b).
A further detachment, or insularization (Vankeerberghen and
Stassart, 2016), from the mainstream cooperatives is unlikely in
the short term, given the competitiveness of these mainstream
cooperatives on markets allowing outcomes for large quantities
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of milk. However, by defining a new role for the mainstream
dairy cooperative as a service provider for milk collection, and
by de-integrating the relationships between the stages of milk
collection, processing, and branding, we identify in the new
cooperative models a potential for a reconfiguration of landscape
on the long term. Economically and historically, the vertical
integration of processing plants by farmers’ cooperatives answers
jointly the issues of monopsony of buyers (not favorable to
farmers) and of investments in long-term risky ventures (not
favorable to investors) (Williamson, 1987; Hansmann, 1996;
Schneiberg et al., 2008). At the condition that the governance
structures guarantee a balance in strategic power, there might be
possible pathways of multiple participation in and collaboration
of farmers with an ecosystem of processors. This is particularly
significant at the scale of the Walloon Region where remaining
traditions in milk processing and different farm systems still
coexist. New cooperative models offer innovative pathways of
value chain development on that account. They offer the potential
for an economic tissue of processors to develop, between the
two extremes of on-farm processing and industrial standardized
large-scale production.
At their own scale, the new cooperative models illustrate what
Ruzzier (2009) puts forward as contradicting the classical theory
of transaction costs (Williamson, 1987): there is evidence of
successful coordination of activities outside vertical integration,
in the particular case of high asset specificity. When milk is
not a standard good (and hence a specific asset), both partners
of the bargain may have interest in maintaining cooperation,
instead of putting the good to alternative use or resorting to
an alternative source. This balance in interest “always generates
a larger joint surplus than a contractual relation” (Ruzzier,
2009). As exposed in our results (section Interactions With
External Business Partners) and in our discussion (section
New Cooperative Models Act as Structural Answers to Lock-
Ins Grounded in the Coherence of the Mainstream Dairy
Model), the non-integrated model offers more flexibility to seize
opportunities to explore niche markets and multiply the possible
outcomes for the milk produced. It also allows cooperation with
brandholders on a variety of quality patterns, including the ones
related to consumers’ concerns for a fair payment to farmers
(results, section Definition of Quality). Farmers can hold the
brand, but this cooperation may also take place with private
brandholders—which means, however, that part of the added
value goes into private interests. All parties involved can spare
costs related to the governance of an integrated model and the
costs of opportunities related to the allocation of the milk pool to
the existing processing pathways of the integrated models.
The new cooperative models, however, are not without limits.
A first limit concerns the effective development of the markets
for differentiated milk products and the extent of farmers
who could benefit from such development. The development
of the new cooperative models remains dependent upon the
market opportunities that could unfold. Additionally, models
like Biomilk and Marguerite Happy Cow position themselves as
relational networks toward their buyers. Their added value lies
in providing a product with distinctive characteristics linked
to the farming system. An important second limit is thus also
whether this added value is sufficiently recognized by processors,
brandholders, and consumers to support their development and
see the amount of farmers concerned be significant at the regional
scale. A third limit is, ultimately, whether the extra remuneration
offered to the farmer (results section New Cooperative Models
Diversify the Channels of Redistribution of the Added Value to
the Farmers) is enough of an incentive to maintain/develop a
differentiated farm model.
The impact of the development of these new models on the
viability of the mainstream dairy cooperative on which they rely
is also an issue. From the mainstream cooperative’s perspective,
a transition toward an economy of services supporting a
diversity of products on the national market could constitute
a diversification of interest in terms of resilience, given the
vulnerabilities of the export-based development market, which
the recent COVID-19 crisis illustrated (EPA Monitoring, 2020).
This is particularly true for a cooperative of regional scale like
the Laiterie des Ardennes, whose scale may limit its opportunities
of investment in industrial diversification strategies (discussion
section New Cooperative Models Act as structural answers to
Lock-Ins Grounded in the coherence of the Mainstream Dairy
Model). Nevertheless, is the conversion to an economy of
services to external operators viable for this mainstream dairy
cooperative, in particular? This question calls for further research
in terms of economic evaluation and modeling, at the level of
the farmer and of the cooperatives, but these questions also
stress how crucially such possible developments should integrate
the notion of dialogue. The relationship between Fairebel and
the Belgian historical cooperatives (Feyereisen and Mélard,
2014), the account of some interviewees that they had issues
making mainstream dairy cooperatives understand their needs
(results section Interactions With External Business Partners),
uncovers that the confrontation of different institutional logics
is not easy and entails that the incumbent stakeholders consider
cooperation—if only by developing new services of separate milk
collection—with new unfolding institutional logics (Runhaar
et al., 2020).
As stated by Turner et al. (2020), it is a challenge to
include incumbent actors in possible partnerships with new
cooperative models, to a point that the very same actors
define “new role perceptions and power relations.” Dialogue
may foster awareness about complementarity (results, sections
Membership and Interactions With External Business Partners)
and an alignment on definitions and goals (Forney and Häberli,
2017). It is, in a way, an integrative exercise for stakeholders to
approach themselves as part of a multifunctional construct of
a variety of innovation systems, whose combination may pave
the way toward a more diverse and sustainable dairy sector
(Pigford et al., 2018). Dialogue requires a culture of cooperation
and a consciousness about the power dynamics that may unfold
due to differences of scale (results, sections Membership and
Interactions With External Business Partners) or that hamper
the actors’ empowerment to act in a certain direction (Avelino
and Rotmans, 2011; Avelino and Wittmayer, 2016; Forney and
Häberli, 2017; Turner et al., 2020). Finally yet importantly,
dialogue may help consider common goals, for example in
terms of research and development, consumers’ information, and
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adapted structures of storage and distribution (results section
InteractionsWith External Business Partners) mutually beneficial
in terms of long-term economic development.
In terms of transitions in the dairy sector, and more
generally in the agri-food sector, this study stresses the
relevance of considering “niche” and “regime” conceptualizations
of actors and initiatives from an analytical—more than a
realistic—posture (Pigford et al., 2018), in order to account
for the fact that transition de facto will happen because of
contextualized (Vermunt et al., 2020) and sometimes messy
processes (Feyereisen and Mélard, 2014) of interaction between
actors across any conceptual dichotomy. More attention should
thus be drawn on the mechanisms allowing actors to overcome
obstacles to cooperation in transition pathways, from innovative
governance structures to spaces for cross-sector and cross-scale
dialogue (Pigford et al., 2018) on long-term development goals.
CONCLUSION
Our research started from the open question of the perspectives
drawn by the presence of the new cooperative models in terms
of pathways of coexistence in the dairy landscape. Combining
the Multi-Level Perspective with insights from the institutional
economics brought forward that the new models offer answers
to lock-ins linked to the structural development of the vertically
integrated cooperatives and that prevent those to consider
diversification outside of industrial processing and branding.
This research calls for more attention to the institutional
aspects in “messy dynamics that occur within and between
projects and networks of actors that are involved in innovation
processes” (Elzen et al., 2012b). New cooperative models, in
particular, enable new pathways of development by answering
structural lock-ins linked to the vertically integrated cooperative
models. The future evolution of these new cooperative models
is not without challenges, in particular considering their relative
viability at a larger scale and the issues of collective organization.
However, they draw the picture of a possible reconfiguration
of the dairy landscape toward a more diversified ecosystem
of actors.
This paper invites to consider structures of governance in
collective action as a cornerstone issue in terms of transition
and to analyze the significance of these structures in terms of
enablement, coexistence, and complementarity throughout the
transition process.
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